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Abstract
Opioid Receptors are known to share a relationship with
other receptors throughout the body. However, the interaction between the mu opioid receptor (MOR) and Toll-like receptor 4 (TLR4) is of particular interest due to the observed
side-effects of pain, inflammation and addiction. Here we
review in detail the G-protein coupled receptors (GPCR)
pathway of MOR and the kinase pathway of TLR4 and highlight the regions in these pathways where key interactions
occur.These interactions are identified by analyzing the isometric differences in commonly used opioids; describing the
cross-talk between GPCR signaling pathways of MOR and
kinase pathways of TLR4 and linking this key relationship to
inflammation and pain.
While discussing interactions, potential treatment methods
such as drug cocktails and opioid recycling are highlighted
in order to prevent pain and inflammation caused by the interactions.
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Introduction
Opioids have long been used to induce analgesia
and relieve pain. The Toll-Like receptor 4 (TLR4) receptor is known to activate the tumor necrosis factor alpha
(TNF-α) kinase pathway leading to the transcription of
inflammatory cytokines and causing pain. Opioid receptors are G-protein coupled receptors (GPCR) modulating
pain and many other physiological functions. However,
emerging studies highlight that these opioids not only
act on opioid receptors, but also interact with other receptors such as Toll-Like receptors (TLR), especially TollLike recpetor 4 (TLR4).

TLR4 Receptor/Pathway
TLR are found in the human body and are responsible for activating the innate immune system [1]. TLR’s
are known to modulate immune function which directly
leads to inflammation and pain. TLR’s recognize pathogen associated molecular patterns (PAMP’s), which are
widely expressed in pathogens such as bacteria and
viruses. PAMP’s activate an intracellular signaling cascade, causing the downstream activation of inflammaTransl Perioper & Pain Med 2018; 5 (1)

tory cytokines which produce immune cells such as dendritic cells and glial cells, ultimately leading to inflammation and pain [2]. The TLR4 receptor specifically is
most-known for the recognition of Lipopolysaccharide
(LPS); a component in a gram negative bacteria. The
TLR4 pathway consists of a signal transduction pathway
with continuous kinase activation until the transcription
of inflammatory genes in the nucleus. The process starts
with LPS binding itself to the Lymphocyte antigen 96 receptor or (MD-2), associated on the surface in between
TLR receptors, providing a link between LPS and the receptors [3]. The activation of the TLR4 receptor via LPS
causes a conformational change which leads to the activation of downstream Toll-interleukin receptor (TIR)
domains such as TIRAP, TRAM and MyD88 as shown in
figure 1. Once the signal is amplified enough to deactivate the inhibitory IKK and IkBa proteins, transcription
of inflammatory cytokines such as NF-kB and TNF-a occur inside the nucleus [4].
Opioid receptors are GPCR’s that activate inhibitory
G-proteins. These receptors form homo and hetereodimeric complexes which signal to kinase cascades and
scaffold a variety of proteins, producing the desired
results of analgesia and pain control [5]. Opioid recpetor signaling begins when an opioid such as morphine
activates the dissociation of the Ga and GBy subunits,
causing the activation of the GTPase enzyme through
the modulation of sodium/potassium pumps [6,7]. GTPase enzyme controls the phosphorylation of GTP and
the activation/de-activation of cAMP. Endogenous opioids stimulate GTPase activity to inhibit the production
of cAMP, thus resulting in a reduced Ca2+ content in synaptic vessels causing the desired effects of analgesia,
but also the undesired effects such as opiate tolerance
[7-9].
There are three major opioid receptors: mu (μ,
MOR), kappa (k, KOR) and delta (δ, DOR). However, the
relationship between TLR4 and MOR was investigated
the most. MOR activation induces analgesia, sedation
and in select cases dependence and inflammation [10].
MOR activation results in the replacement of the selectively inhibiting Gβγ subunit signaling, which directly
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Figure 1: TLR4 Pathway: Begins with the activation of the MD2-Receptor with LPS Binding. Conformational change in TLR4
recpetor causes the downstream activation of TIRAP and Myd88 dependent pathway. Kinase-Kinase signaling to the downstream IRAK, TRAF and TAK proteins.Degradation of IKK and IKBa inhibitory factors causing the transcription of NF-kB mRNA
transcripts inside the nucleus leading to the production of inflammatory cytokines.

controls the downstream activation of the adenylyl cyclases [11]. Activation of adenylyl cyclases leads to the
phosphorylation of other proteins, specifically PKC-1
gene, which controls the concentrations of diacylglycerol (DCG) as well as Ca2+ ions, [12] directly responsible
for downstream signaling such as the activation MAP kinase proteins, ERK and p38 proteins withinthe nucleus
which produce analgesia [13].

Opioid Receptors/Pathway
The opioid receptor (OR) system consists of KOR,
MOR, and DOR, Gi/o-coupled with seven transmembrane domains. These domains are highly homological
with variations occurring primarily within extracellular
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domains, which play an critical role in pathophysiological and physiologicalprocess [14]. Gαand Gβγ subunits
of OR dissociate from one another after OR isactivated
by endogenous agonist μ-opioid peptide like endorphins, or exogenous agonists likemorphine and fentanyl, subsequently acting on various intracellular effector
pathways [15,16] such as adenylylcyclase (AC), cAMP,
Ca2+channels, inositol triphosphate (IP 3), triglyceride
(DAG) and other second messengers, protein kinases,
etc. Protein phosphorylation is promoted and gene
expression is altered after OR activation. The classical
opioid receptor signaling is cyclic adenosine monophosphate (cAMP) - protein kinase (PKA) pathway, which activates pertussis toxin sensitive G protein (Gi), inhibits
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adenylylcyclase activity and intracellular cAMP production. CAMP as the second messenger for this pathway
can regulate the pathway by activating PKA [17]. Intracellular Ca2+ level is reduced by inhibiting the activity of
calcium channel via Ca2+ dependent protein kinase (PKC)
pathway. Calmodulin also plays a vital role in the signal
transduction, once the second messenger is activated
and the transcription factors and regulatory factors are
modified.

Relationship of TLR4 to Opioid Receptors
Enantiomers/Stereo-selectivity
Recent experiments conducted on understanding
the relationship between TLR4 and Opioid Receptors
highlighted the importance of stereo-selectivity of opioid ligands. In several knockout studies it was found
that various enantiomers/ uncommon isomers of drugs
such as morphine and naloxone were found to activate different signal transduction pathways. Unnatural
enantiomers of opioid agonists such as (+)-morphine
were found to activate TLR4, but lack opioid receptor
activation [18]. While, unnatural enantiomers of opioid
antagonists such as (+)-naloxone were found to specifically inhibit TLR4, while lacking MOR affinity [19]. Thus,
when testing various opioid receptor agonists such as
morphine and oxycodone, the stereo-selectivity of TLR4
and the opioid receptors play an important role in the
effectiveness of the drug. When morphine is administered, the (-) Morphine enantiomer acts as a mu opioid
agonist and leads to analgesia, however, the (+) morphine enantiomer activates TLR4, which leads to the activation of TNF-a and IL-1, leading to the attenuation of
analgesia. This attenuation of analgesia leads to a higher
requirement of morphine administration leading to tolerance and addiction [20,21].

Crosstalk between GPCR and Kinase Pathways
LPS induced activation of TLR 4 leads to the observed
effects such as inflammation or analgesia. In the past
decade research has focused on the “crosstalk” that
might occur between the GPCR pathway in opioid receptors and the TLR 4 pathway. In MOR expressed in
dendritic cells it was observed that a small dosage of
MOR agonist: morphine led to the inhibition of TLR4,
specifically the nF-KB pathway, which directly contributed to analgesia. However, when a high dosage of morphine was administered, the contrary was observed;
ThenF-KB mRNA were found in high concentrations
within the nucleus hinting at a cross-talk between the
GPCR’s and Kinases. Since, nF-KB is produced through
the TLR4 pathway as shown in figure 1, a cross-talk had
to have occurred between the GPCR activated by the
morphine and the TLR4 Kinase pathway, which lead to
the transcription of nF-KB and ultimately the production
of more dendritic cells [22,23].
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A few speculations on the cross-talk involves the
idea of varying isomers described above, where chronic
amounts of morphine could contain a mixture of (+) and
(-) morphine, causing the activation of TLR4 receptors
[20,21]. Another mechanism for cross-talk could involve
the use of downstream effector pathways that are activated by GPCR’s. Downstream effector pathways include the cAMP/PKA/CREB in GPCR’s and PLC/PKC/IKK
in Kinase pathways [24]. Hence, the activation of cAMP
or any of the intermediate domains within the GPCR
pathway could trigger a signal in the kinase pathway activating IKK and ultimately leading to the transcription
of nF-KB and other inflammatory factors [25].

Crosstalk Effects on Pain and Inflammation
The interaction between TLR4 and MOR share a
direct effect on pain and inflammation. Allodynia and
hyperalgesia are direct consequences of inflammation
caused by the activation of downstream TLR4 kinases
by MOR. TLR4 mediated TNF-a activation leads to the
production of HMGB-1 protein which triggers the transcription of macrophages and dendritic cells. These immune cells attenuate the effects of opioids as well as
cause excessive neuronal activity causing heightened
neuropathic pain [22,26]. As a result of TLR4 activation,
a higher dosage of opioids is being used to achieve the
same result leading to dependence and addiction. While
analyzing opioid dependence, the type of opioids used
during procedures were also scrutinized for their effects
on pain and inflammation. Morphine metabolized into
two active metabolites: metabolite morphine-3-glucuronide (M3G) and morphine-6-glucuronide (M6G).In a
regular morphine dose, a metabolite M3G was shown
to play a significant role in inflammation/pain, as it activates TLR4 and opposes morphine analgesia causing agitation and hyperalgesia within knockout mice [27-29].
In contrast, another metabolite M6G binds to MOR and
acts as a potent analgesic.In order to control the pain
and inflammation induced by TLR4 activation, a variety
of opioid cocktails have been tested. Buprenorphine (a
MOR agonist) combined with a dose of LPS-ultrapure
(TLR4 antagonist) was measured for its effectiveness.
Results in multiple knock-out experiments showed a
higher analgesia and lower inflammation/overall pain .
Thus, select TLR4 antagonists such as LPS-ultrapure and
naloxone (+) could be targets for pain relief and drug
rotation in order to prevent dependence [30,31].
TLR4 and opioid receptors are found in immune
cells located primarily in our thalamus, spine and blood
stream. Recent studies have linked the severity and
duration of pain and inflammation to be based on the
location of the TLR4 receptors. Morphine binds to the
neuronal μ-opioid receptor and the innate immune
TLR4 localized primarily on microglia. Neuroinflammatory effects are initiated which opposes the analgesic
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effects of morphine. It is reported that TLR4 inhibition
in the periaqueductal gray (PAG) of females reverses
the sex differences, which may call for the necessity for
sex-specific research and promote individualized treatment strategies for opioid-based pain management.in
men and women [32]. In a sample of dendritic cells taken from the spinal cord of knock-out mice, inflammation was shown to be gender dependent, where the activation of TLR4 brought forth Allodynia and hyperalgesia in male mice, but not female ones. After a thorough
analysis the cause for this disparity was shown to be
testosterone dependent. Due to the high testosterone
content in male mice, a higher inflammatory response
was noted in the spinal cord TLR4 receptors [33,34]. The
following observation only held significance in the cell
samples from the spinal cord. In different sample of glial cells in the brain, TLR4 activation by opioid receptor
crosstalk was shown to activate a downstream kinase
Iinterluekin-1 (IL-1), responsible for immune regulation,
specifically IL-a [35]. Drugs such as morphine and adrenorphine are IL-1 agonists, resulting in TLR4 activation
leading to a high amount of neuropathic pain [36]. Mast
cells with sickle cell anemia were another such cells
with interesting data on pain and inflammation after the
activation of their TLR4 receptors. In a sample of normal sickle mast cells, often times a lack of proper MOR
activation caused by a defective HbSS-BERK protein,
which normally inhibits MOR crosstalk, caused a higher amount pain. However, while observing the activity
of TLR4 knockout mice with sickle-cell anemia, overall
neuropathic pain after the administration of opioids
was significantly lower. Thus, the experiment linked the
TLR4 receptor to neurogenic inflammation and hyperalgesia in sickle mice [37]. The cross-talk between GPCR’s
and TLR4 has a direct impact on pain and inflammation
and drugs specifically acting as TLR4 antagonists may
help to reduce neuropathic pain and immune responses
to opioids.

Conclusion
The relationship between MOR and TLR4 is of great
significance, as inflammation, pain and dependence are
considered one of the biggest drawbacks of opioid usage. The observed cross-talk between MOR and TLR4
causes the activation of downstream kinases in the TLR4
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pathway resulting in the transcription of inflammatory
cytokines causing inflammation and pain. However, the
degree of pain and inflammation can vary depending
on the isometric differences in commonly used opioids; location of the MOR and TLR4 receptors as well
as the dosage of opioids administered. In order to control inflammation a few methods such as utilizing the
stereo-selectivity of opioids and selecting a cocktail of
TLR4 antagonists and MOR agonists such as buprenorphine or naloxone (+) can help to prevent inflammation
and prevent pain [38]. Another method could include
to further explore topics of interest in this field such as
the effects of kappa and delta opioid agonists on TLR4,
which could potentially cause inflammation. Along with
the effects of KOR and DOR agonists, the activation of
other toll like receptors such as TLR2 by opioids could
also be explored as recent studies have already linked
TLR2 as well as TLR4 to immune responses. Thus, addressing these issues associated with TLR4 and MOR
crosstalk can help to prevent unwanted inflammation
as well as pain.
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